
Many businesses have invested considerably in their enterprise analytics & reporting on-premises
Oracle Business Intelligence solutions. These frequently complex environments have supported
the business well, but they have also started to hinder the ability to adopt innovations, reduce costs
and seize new opportunities.
 
By moving Oracle Business Intelligence to Oracle Analytics, your organization will gain all of the
new features of a modern, augmented business analytics platform while preserving years of
investments. Whether you want to migrate to the cloud or upgrade on-premises, the path is
basically the same, and Qubix can help.

1 The Q.survey™ Diagnosis
The Q.survey™ needs analysis tool will intelligently
drive the assessment and evaluation of your current
on-premises Oracle Business Intelligence solutions.
The goal of this process is to define the
upgrade/migration scope and understand your
business context. 

3 Agree Scope and Investment
Based on the collaboration & review stage, we
produce a detailed master plan that delivers the
optimal upgrade or migration to Oracle Analytics
strategy and explores every aspect of the move from
both a technical and process perspective.

2 Collaborate & Review
We run through the Q.survey™ powered
upgrade/migration assessment, outline the target
benefits of the upgrade or migration and detail the
total cost of ownership & ROI. All stakeholders are
informed and included to create a winning business
case. 

4 Project Initiation
We're not only technology experts but experienced
change managers. We will drive and control your
engagement from start to finish; ensuring the
solution is fit-for-purpose, fulfils your requirements,
and delivers the desired benefits & business case.

Qubix can help you maximize your investment in Oracle
Business Intelligence and move to Oracle Analytics.

ORACLE ANALYTICS MIGRATION

Move to Oracle Analytics Framework

Move to Oracle Analytics Approach



Data Visualization

New, self-service data visualization tools empower business users to perform their own,
highly visual and sophisticated, analyses as predefined workbooks or ad-hoc without any
developer support. Highly effective and dynamic visualizations help users to learn the key
and most important insights practically without any development help.

Highly successful, affordable capabilities without compromise.

Move from Oracle Business Intelligence and move to Oracle Analytics with Qubix.
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WHY ORACLE ANALYTICS?

WHY QUBIX ?

Data Management

Data management tools embedded within Oracle Analytics provide business users and
analysts the freedom of working with any data in a self-service mode. Users are now able
to mashup data from a variety of data sources without any help from IT. They can even
design and run their own “tiny ETL” processes.

Machine Learning 

Out-of-the-box advanced analytics functions are literally just one click away from being
used in the most complex and visual analysis. Business users and analysts can now use
Machine Learning tools to generate their own machine learning models using a variety of
supervised and unsupervised machine learning algorithms from Oracle Analytics.

Qubix was founded in 1987
We are an Oracle only global partner
We have 134 Oracle expertise certifications
We have completed 1,000+ successful Oracle related client engagements
We are multi-pillar and sell Oracle ERP, EPM, Analytics and Autonomous solutions
We support these successful deployments with a 24/5 global managed services capability
Qubix Cloudbridge is certified: Powered by Autonomous
We have offices in the USA, UK, Europe and Asia Pacific
We have a terrific clients case study page you can visit here
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